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Poerbatjarka—Strophe 14 van de Sanskritsijde der Calcutta-
oorkonde.    TITLV. LXXXI, Pt 3, pp. 424-437.	[1555
Przylnski J—The Shadow Theatre in Greater India and
in Greece. JQI8. VIII, Pt. 2, pp. 83-91.	[1556
An examination into Plato's Cave Allegory which he compares
to the Javanese shadow play and describes how the shadow play
may have originated in Java. Traces the history of shadow theatre
and believes it to have -been of Indian origin. The Javanese Wayang
in its ancient form, the men could see the puppets while the women
could only see the shadow.
Sarkar, Himansu Bhusan-—Glimpses into the Hindu-
Javanese Society, (From the middle of the seventh
to the early part of the tenth century A. D.). JO-IS. VIII,
Pt. 2, pp. 104-115.	[1557
In the first instalment, the writer deals with the cultural back-ground
and the position of women. Against the cultural back-ground he
shows the social life of the Hindu-Javanese population of Central
Java, The position of women in the Central Javanese society, he
says, was fairly high. The study is based on epigraphic and sculptural
evidence.
Seidenfaden, Erik—Fairy Tales of Common Origin. JTBS.
XXXIII, Pt. 2, pp. 143-145.	[1558
The Fairy tale about Lazy-bones, how he captured the seven
daughters of Indra by stealing their wings and tails when they came
down from heaven to bathe in a sylvan pool; also how later on he
forces them to come down at his beck and call by shooting arrows up
into the heaven from his magic bow, and how all seven became his
wives. The author points out, this tale is found also among the
Melanesians living on the Band's Island to the South-East of New
Guinea, and tells the Malanesian version.
Soepomo, Raden—De Verhouding van individu en
Gemeenschap in bet Adatrecht. (Dutch text). 8vo. pp.30,
J. B. Wolters, Groningen, Batavia, 1941.	[1559
Btntterheim, W. P.—Tjandi Djawi op een Relief? (Dutch
text). TITLV. LXXXE, Pt. 1, pp. 1-25, 4 plates. [1560
Uhlenbeck, E. M.-Interesuante Vertalingen. TITLV. LXXXI,
Pt. 3, pp. 295-3Q6.

